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Completed 

 

 All Quick Admit Issues that prevented instant provisioning now resolved 

 Completed detailing differences between iTwo and Student Status by Tem confirming and 
aggregating known differences and identifying a new issue with Completion of Term in wrong 
term. 

 Final sign-off on the Late Admissions Deadline schedule 

 Modification of CPY security to allow limited expansion of access. 

 Monthly refersh of QNA environment 

 Approved move of deferred income JV to PRD 

 Completed testing of the new fall student fee which consolidates two previous fees into one; 
this was a goal for student government. 
 
 

In progress 

 Testing first piece of automated merge code—admissions merges. We are validating that it does 
all the updates now handled as part of the manual process. 

 LionPATH Communications Committee scheduling first meeting 

 Preparing for fall 2017 continuing student awarding with “lopover” 

 Undergraduate applicants self-reported grade functionality 

 Audit of grade reporting process with internal audit. 

 Disaster recovery plan 

 Adding LionPATH jobs to Control-M scheduling system 

 Planning for upgrade from PeopleTools 8.54 to 8.55 or 8.56 , scheduled for Thanksgiving break 
2017.  This will require some down time and will involve the entire team though it should be 
transparent to users.  

 Discussion of where to collect waiver data for 2018 mandatory health insurance initiative 
 
Upcoming 

 Awarding of aid for continuing students for fall 2017  

Issues 

 LDMO is handling duplicate ID processing for some groups.  This process generally begins with 

the Penn State IT Accounts Office a matter of PSU ID management.  They sent requests to the 

LDMO where some teams do it while others pass it to their respective functional office.  LDMO 

cannot handle hundreds per week. We will contact Sue Jones and functional offices with a full 

process. 

 


